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About This Content

Populate the waters in your city with brand new vessels! Five new waterbuses offer speed, capacity and will surely have your
passengers in awe as they sail out of the depots.

 Donau Trooper: It's a bit clunky looking, but don't let that deceive you! The Trooper has superb capacity and tirelessly
works any route you assign it to

 Toyoka 350: The catamaran hulled Toyoka 350 might look a bit dated, but underneath the surface there's plenty of
room for passengers. It might not excel in other areas, but when capacity is important, the 350 is a great choice

 Triore: This super futuristic vessel is the answer to all your needs. It's very fast and still doesn't consume a lot of energy,
so it will perfectly serve those busy but eco-friendly passengers

 Stingray Peter: The Stingray Peter is a must when you have very demanding passengers who prize comfort above all
else. It's very well set up for passengers, barely needs any maintenance and is also quite fast. Everything you need in the
same package!

 Ciapada State: While the Ciapada does consume quite a bit of fuel on short trips, it's a well-rounded vessel and is fairly
fast and comfortable for passengers. A great vehicle for most routes!
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